A minute freed from the order of time has re-created in us, to feel it, the manfreed from the order of time ... one can understand that the word 'death' should have no meaning for him; situated outside time, why should he fear the future?"
I think our experience of time changes when the unexpected, be it a herald of joy or an echo of impending doom coming down from the future, cuts across the smooth and expected flow of routine everyday activities and events in our lives. My attempt here to reflect on the experience of time in palliative care, particularly when that time is dominated by the experience of waiting, is in fulfilment of a promise to someone I love dearly, a person who has spent months in waiting since the unexpected, in the form of a fateful x-ray, broke into the rhythm of her life.
Time in Mathematics and Poetry
To start this reflection on the experience of time I take my lead from Ivar Ekeland's remarkable little book on Mathematics and the Unexpected (2) . What is remarkable about this book is Ekeland's mirroring of the mathematics of time in the poetry of time.
Mathematics, in its history, moves back and forth between two quite opposite notions of time. Kepler's planetary ellipses are a geometrical image of one of these notions of time. When astronomers predict future eclipses of our sun and moon, or calculate the exact dates of eclipses in the distant past, they do so on the basis of data about the planets in the present. Hence one of the central notions of time in mathematics: the past and future, at least of our solar system, are entirely contained in the present. "Past and future are seen as equivalent, since both can be read from the present." (3) There is, however, another quite different notion of time in mathematics, a notion of time that appears when mathematics breaks its bonds to determinism, recognizes that there are limits to our powers of computation, and acknowledges the existence of randomness. Randomness is the independence of the future from the past. Where randomness governs, the future cannot be predicted, even if the past is an open book and loads of data are available on the present. Hence a second notion of time in mathematics, time being little more than "... a succeseion of fleeting states, largely independent af each other. The traces of the past disappear very quickly, and each instant af time brings something new." (4) Ekeland sees both these quite different mathematical notions of time mirrored in Homer's poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey. Time in the Odyssey, as in the mathematics of classical deterministic physics, intimately links past and future through the present. The past is fulfilled in the present which announces the future, and there are scenes in the Odyssey, such as those centering on the seer, Tiresias, "when past and future mingle so intimately that it is hard to tell them apart." (5) The Iliad, on the contrary, reflects a very different notion of time. The present dominates and is a source of the unexpected, an unexpected that cannot be causally traced to the past any more than it could, in the past, have been foreseen and predicted. After Achilles has killed Hector and dishonored Hector's body, he succumbs unexpectedly, and weeping, to the pleas of Hector's father, the old King Priam, that the body be handed over to him for burial. In Ekeland's reading of the poem, the decision of Achilles to heed the pleas of the old king reflects the second of the two central mathematical notions of time: "The present does not really depend on the past or on the future, and each elapsed instant creates something new." (6) There is a third notion of time in poetrywith a corresponding notion in the mathematics of catastrophe theory that cannot be developed here -that comes to expression in the opening quotation above from Marcel Proust's Remembrance af Things Past. It is the notion that some experiences, some moments, as lived now or as lived in the past and now remembered, bind time together so intensely that they seem to take a person out of the flow of time altogether. Like
Proust, Czeslaw Milosz, the Polish poet, captured this notion of time ever so tightly in the few words of his poem, Earth Again: ".... so that for a moment there is no death and time does not unreel like a skein of yam thrown into an abyss" (7) .
Experiences of Time in Palliative Care
The modes of time in mathematics mirrored in poetry are mirrored once again, I think, in the experiences through which people may pass after the unexpected, and as yet unconfirmed, suspicion or threat of cancer cuts across the everyday flow of time. That flow is marked by a regular schedule of the usual and expected events of work and family life. Suddenly these schedules, and the former steady relationships between yesterday, today, and tomorrow, can well become utterly scrambled and reordered.
A Time for Waiting
Time is changed, at least for a while, from a time of habitual activity to a time of unhabitual waiting. Time can become the numbing experience of moving through repeated cycles of waitingtime as the constant return of the same: waiting for the setting or confirmation of doctors' appointments; waiting for appointment days to come around; waiting in hospital corridors for tests; waiting for lab results; waiting while specialists work through their uncertainties when a diagnosis is intricate and far from clear; waiting to decide about treatment while one works out the difficult calculations of the pros and cons of immediate versus delayed treatments or of alternative treatments, when options are available; waiting to see if the body is holding steady or losing its control over the tumors.
Some may well wonder whether T.5. Eliot did not get it quite right in his poem, East Coker, when he said: "Wait without thought, for you are not ready for thought" (8) .
The Tumor's Time
The time of the tumor is like the first notion of time in mathematics. It is deterministic time. The tumor's present expresses the genetic and environmental past of the body within which it is nesting, and the tumor's future is largely, although not totally, predictable.
The time of the tumor, however, is not the time of the person, but we may find ourselves thinking and behaving as though the two times were fused and identical. Whether the tumor is in me or in my loved one, we succumb to existential determinism if all we can see is the present and future of the tumor determining the future of the person. Human beings need never set the clock of the human spirit to tumor time. Death, as the Arctic explorer Alvah Simon has reminded us, is only one of many ways to lose our lives (9) .
Time Redeemed
If the future of the person were totally contained in the present and the past, then, again with T.5. Eliot, we would despairingly have to concede:
"If all time is eternally present All time is unredeemable." (10) However, what randomness is in the mathematical time of physics, namely, the independence of the future from the present and the past, that exactly is what freedom is in the time of the human spirit. But there is "freedom from" and "freedom for". Although we need both kinds of freedom to live lives of human dignity, it is within "freedom for" -for bonds to others, for bonds to truth, for bonds to the person we can ever still become -that time is redeemed and that the unexpected of hope can occur. It is within that freedom of the human spirit that time can become the utterly still and highly concentrated moment when "there is only the dance" (11) .
